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 J. M. Foley 

  ORAL POETRY . Oral poetry encompasses two gen-
eral types of verse: oral traditional poetry and oral tex-
tual poetry. Oral traditional poetry includes songs that 
are, for the most part, both orally composed and orally 
performed. Th ey are primarily ritual, lyric, and nar-
rative poems. By contrast, oral textual poetry is often 
written down but presented orally in *performance. 
It includes popular songs as well as more contemp. 
genres such as spoken-word poetry. Oral performance 
is a fundamental, defi ning characteristic of both oral 
traditional and oral textual poetry. 

 Oral poetry functions in many diff erent ritual and 
social contexts and assumes a wide variety of forms. 
Th e meaning of  oral poetry  is complicated by the fact 
that oral poetry is rarely, if ever, entirely oral because of 
the inevitable intersections between oral and written 
culture. Questions regarding the parameters and nature 
of oral poetry have engendered much scholarly debate. 
Th e dynamics of oral composition and performance are 
addressed by the major theoretical approaches in the 
fi eld (*oral-formulaic theory, performance studies, and 
*ethnopoetics). 

 In preliterate societies, all poetry is unambiguously 
oral traditional—composed and transmitted in perfor-
mance by people who do not read or write. In literate 
or partially literate societies, however, the situation is 
far more complicated since orality and literacy natu-
rally interact, resulting in overlapping forms of oral 
and written poetry. It follows that rigid categories of 
oral and literary verse and the insistence on an explicit 
divide between them are untenable. 

 Ritual, lyric, and narrative song are the principal 
 categories of oral traditional poetry.  Ritual verse  is 
rooted in an ancient past; indeed, all poetry begins 
with oral poetry, the origins of which are found in the 
rhythms, sound patterns, and repetitive structures that 
reinforce and empower the words and actions of ritual. 
Ritual poems are short, nonnarrative songs that in-
clude *lullabies, ritual wedding songs, *laments, praise 
poems (see epideictic poetry), songs for special fes-
tivals and ceremonies, and *incantations. Most ritual 
poetry is performed at either life- or calendrical-cycle 
celebrations. 

 Life-cycle ritual poetry marks primarily birth, mar-
riage, and death. Associated with birth, lullabies are 
short songs with repetitive verses and sounds (often 
nonsense syllables) and are sung to lull babies to sleep. 
Wedding songs are among the richest ritual genres and 
commemorate the most celebrated life-cycle passage 
in traditional society, marriage. Many wedding songs 

articulate the bride’s emotional and often painful sepa-
ration from her childhood and incorporation into adult 
status as a wife, esp. in patrilocal societies; some are 
termed wedding laments. Death lament—poetry that is 
often chanted or declaimed—is the genre of death rites, 
frequently performed by women. It typically includes 
direct discourse to the deceased by the mourner(s) as 
well as imagined dialogues between them. 

 While death laments performed by mourners eu-
logize the deceased, praise poems or *panegyric odes 
composed by praise singers declaim and glorify the 
living, typically elite members of society. At one time 
attested throughout the world, this genre now fi gures 
most conspicuously in Africa and Oceania. 

 Songs for calendrical festivals and ceremonies 
are performed at key times in the year, both secular 
and religious. In agricultural societies, these oral po-
etic forms are frequently associated with the solstices. 
Songs at these junctures are often stanzaic and sung 
in groups, e.g., *carols, performed at Christmas and 
New Year’s. Seasonal songs sometimes express religious 
messages. More often they convey wishes for fertility, 
good health, and fortune and express the eternal hope 
of new beginnings (the new year, springtime); they also 
accompany rituals of divination. 

 Incantations are verbal charms that are sung as part 
of magic rituals. Most common are healing charms, 
curses, spells, and exorcisms. Sound patterns (*allit-
eration, *assonance, and repetition of certain syllables, 
words, and word combinations) are conspicuous in 
incantations since it is often believed that the “exact” 
repetition of specifi c sounds and words is necessary to 
eff ect the desired magic. 

  Oral lyric poems  are short, informal, nonnarrative 
songs and are universal. Th ey are melodic and often 
stanzaic. *Lyric poetry covers a great variety of topics, 
the most common being love and longing; many are 
also about suff ering. Dancing and drinking songs, as 
well as work, war, or political songs, among many oth-
ers, also fi gure in lyric poetry. Th ese forms are usually 
ephemeral. Words and ideas are perpetually repeated 
and paraphrased in oral lyric since songs typically dwell 
on single ideas and the emotional responses that they 
engender. 

 Th e two principal genres of oral traditional  *narrative 
poetry  are *epic and *ballad. Oral epic poems are songs 
of considerable length and complexity that recount 
deeds of signifi cance—both heroic and mythic—to the 
community or nation. Th e epic tells a story from begin-
ning to end, often with a fullness of detail. As a result, 
epic performances sometimes last for many hours, even 
days. Epic poetry is usually stichic (see  stichos ); the 
same metric line—with some variation—is repeated in 
a linear fashion. Th e melodies of epic poetry are typi-
cally repetitive; verses, however, are sometimes chanted 
instead of sung. Sometimes epic is a combination of 
poetry and prose, e.g., the Congolese  Mwindo  epic, 
West African  Sunjata , and Turkic  Book of Dede Korkut . 
While some epics such as the  Iliad  or  the Chanson de 
Roland  have tragic overtones, oral epic is by and large 
optimistic. Th e hero generally triumphs gloriously 
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over the enemy (as in Rus., Armenian, South Slavic, 
or Af. trads.). Oral epic has circulated since antiquity. 
Th e genre in the pre-th-c. world is known to poster-
ity because the poetry was written down, presumably 
when it was still being performed. Orally composed 
and performed but surviving only in textual form are 
epics such as the  Epic of Gilgamesh , the  Mahābhārata , 
the  Rāmāyan. a , the  Odyssey , the  Iliad,  the Persian  Shâh-
nâma ,  Beowulf , OF * chansons de geste , the  Kalevala , and 
numerous others. Termed “oral-derived” poetry, many 
of these epics were perpetuated both orally and in tex-
tual transcriptions, exemplifying how oral and literary 
forms mingle and overlap over time. Some epics have 
continued to be performed up to the present day or at 
least until the late th c. (the Kyrgyz  Manas ; South 
Asian, Ar., and Romanian epics). 

 Ballads are relatively short, narrative, nonheroic 
poems that focus on single episodes—usually sensa-
tional domestic dramas. Although there are comic 
ballads, the genre as a whole has an elegiac tone. Th e 
tempo of narration is more leisurely than in epic; some 
ballads consist entirely of dialogue. Ballads are gener-
ally stanzaic and their musical forms lyric. Eng. and 
west Eur. ballads as a genre date from at least the th 
c. and fl ourished until relatively recently. Anglo-Am. 
ballads are among the best known (e.g., “Lord Lovel,” 
“Barbara Allen,” “Fair Margaret and Sweet William”). 
Many ballads are also oral-derived. 

  Oral textual poetry  refers to oral poems that are 
composed in writing but performed orally. Many are 
popular songs that fi rst circulate as written texts and 
subsequently enter oral trad. Typical of this category 
are Eng. *broadside or street ballads, which were sold 
in printed form to the public and then spread orally. 
*Blues, contemp. popular, and “folk” songs fi t here as 
well. Some songs travel back and forth between printed 
and oral forms, illustrating again the complex interplay 
between oral and written poetry. 

 Oral textual poetry also refers to a widespread con-
temp. urban genre termed spoken-word poetry. Spoken-
word poems are original compositions written by poets 
who perform them orally at *poetry slams. Th e poems 
are typically nonmetrical and are accompanied by ges-
tures and dramatic vocal and facial expressions. Th ey 
convey personal and social concerns such as poverty, 
injustice, racism, and sexism; the genre is heavy with 
pain and biting social commentary. Although *poetic 
contests have been staged since antiquity, poetry slams 
date from the mid-s in the United States. Th ey 
have since spread throughout the world. 

 Performers of oral poetry learn their repertoires 
from other performers or printed texts. “Learning” 
poetry can be a process of explicit (intentional) or im-
plicit (internalized or passive) imitation. Th e former 
is typical of longer and more complex genres (such as 
epic), while the latter usually occurs in genres that are 
shorter and more frequently performed (ritual, lyric, 
and popular songs). 

 Th e most distinctive characteristic of oral poetry is 
its variability and fl uidity of form, in words and, when 
singing is involved, music. Multiple performances of 

the “same song” are invariably diff erent, even in oral 
textual poetry. Th ere is more variation in diff erent 
performances of lengthier poems and conversely some-
times verbatim reiteration in shorter poetic forms. 
Perhaps the most signifi cant mechanism of orality is 
repetition—from sounds and words to verses, passages, 
and, in epic and ballad, narrative patterns. Th e use of 
*parallelism in sound, syntax, and rhythm aids oral 
poets in moving from one verse to another. Th us, lines 
and clusters of lines are formed and held together by 
sound, structure, and association of meaning. Oral po-
etry is characteristically paratactic: verses are “added” to 
what precedes them. Other rhetorical devices of repeti-
tion include *anaphora, epistrophe, *anadiplosis, and 
*ring composition. Figures of speech such as *similes 
and *metaphors are also part of the compositional sty-
listics of oral poetry. On the level of content,  multiform  
refers to the existence of narrative ideas in multiple 
forms and is key to understanding the structure of oral 
poetry. 

 Several major approaches guided the research on 
oral poetry in the th c. In the s, both Parry and 
Lord explored compositional style in oral epic in the 
former Yugoslavia in order to shed light on the art of 
oral epic verse-making in Homer. Formally presented 
in the  publication of Lord’s  Singer of Tales , their 
fi ndings became known as the oral-formulaic theory. 
Lord argued that, in preliterate cultures, oral-epic poets 
learn a special technique of composition by “formula” 
and “theme.” Th e formula is “a group of words which is 
regularly employed under the same metrical conditions 
to express a given essential idea.” Th e most commonly 
sung phrases, lines, or *couplets—those that a singer 
hears most frequently when learning—establish the 
patterns for the poetry, its syntactic, rhythmic, metric, 
and acoustic molds and confi gurations. In time, the 
poet can form new phrases or create formulas by anal-
ogy and become profi cient in thinking in these tradi-
tional patterns, the special lang. of oral epic. A theme 
is a repeated passage that functions in much the same 
way; it has a more or less stable core of lines or parts of 
lines, surrounded by various elements adapting it to its 
context. Th e oral-formulaic theory has been employed 
in countless investigations of composition in oral po-
etry and has dominated the fi eld and profoundly in-
fl uenced the study and understanding of oral epic for 
over  years. 

 Th e most signifi cant devel. in the fi eld of oral poetry 
since the oral-formulaic theory is performance stud-
ies, an appreciation and detailed investigation of oral 
verbal art in the context of performance. In response, 
in part, to what was viewed by some as an overly nar-
row understanding of oral poetry by Lord, Finnegan 
and others in the s and s began to advocate 
a broader understanding of the “oral” in oral poetry, 
an increased appreciation of the signifi cant intersection 
between oral and literary poetry, and a greater recogni-
tion of the critical role of performance. Key in develop-
ing the theoretical framework for performance studies, 
Bauman (, ) argued that performance is criti-
cal to an understanding of oral poetry (and folklore 
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in general). He and others suggested that oral trads. 
be viewed as communicative events that involve both 
verbal artist(s) and audience as participants. Moreover, 
they proposed that performance stylistics be recognized 
as verbal and nonverbal alike. 

 Related to performance studies, ethnopoetics was 
fi rst formulated in the s and s by Hymes and 
by Tedlock, who recommended that transcriptions of 
oral verbal art refl ect the dynamics of performance 
through detailed prompts in the text. In this way, read-
ers can “reperform” oral texts as they experience them. 
Foley () also brought depth to comparative textual 
readings of oral poetry (esp. epic) by seeking to appre-
ciate the idiomatic lang. of oral verse and its traditional 
register. 

 Other recent devels. in the study of oral poetry in-
clude an increasing globalization of the fi eld as primary 
 source materials expand and research encompasses 
broader areas of inquiry. Th e Internet, information-
fi lled Web sites, and other media technologies are also 
progressively employed to provide ever more detailed 
“performances” and thus fuller and more nuanced un-
derstandings of the mechanics and meanings of oral 
poetry. 

 �   Anthologies :  Heroic Epic and Saga , ed. F. J. Oinas 
();  Oral Tradition in Literature  (),  Compara-
tive Research on Oral Traditions  ()—both ed. J. M. 
Foley;  Oral Epics in India , ed. S. H. Blackburn (); 
 Oral-Formulaic Th eory  (),  De gustibus  ()—
both ed. J. M. Foley;  Aloud: Voices from the Nuyorican 
Poets Cafe , ed. M. Algarín and B. Holman (); 
 A Beowulf Handbook , ed. J. D. Niles and R. E. Bjork 
();  A New Companion to Homer , ed. I. Morris and B. 
Powell ();  Prosimetrum , ed. J. Harris and K. Reichl 
()—cross-cultural perspectives;  Songs of the Ser-
bian People: From the Collections of Vuk Karadžiç , ed. 
M. Holton and V. Mihailovich ();  Teaching Oral 
Traditions , ed. J. M. Foley ();  Epic Traditions in the 
Contemporary World , ed. M. H. Beissinger et al. (); 
 In Search of Sunjata , ed. R. A. Austen ();  Nuy-
orican Poets Café Slambook , ed. K. Roach ();  Th e 
Oral Epic , ed. K. Reichl ();  Textualization of Oral 
Epics , ed. L. Honko ();  Epea and Grammata , ed. 
J. M. Foley ()—ancient Greece;  Oral Performance 
and Its Context , ed. C. J. Mackie ();  A Companion 
to Ancient Epic , ed. J. M. Foley ();  Heroic Poets and 
Poetic Heroes in Celtic Tradition , ed. F. Nagy and L. E. 
Jones (). 

 �   Bibliographies :  Th e Index of the Milman Parry Col-
lection – , ed. M. Kay ();  Oral Formulaic 
Th eory and Research , ed. J. M. Foley, rev. ed. ()—
updated electronic version, http://www.oraltradition.
org/bibliography. 

 �   Criticism and History : Parry; D. Tedlock,  Finding 
the Center: Narrative Poetry of the Zuñi Indians  (); 
R. Bauman,  Verbal Art as Performance  (); 
D. Biebuyck,  Hero and Chief: Epic Literature from 
the Banyanga Zaire Republic  (); S. Koljević,  Th e 
Epic in the Making  (); D. H. Hymes,  In Vain I 
Tried to Tell You: Essays in Native American Ethnopo-
etics  (); C. J. Clover,  Th e Medieval Saga  (); 

Y. R. Lockwood, Text and Context: Folksong in a Bos-
nian Muslim Village (); D. Tedlock,  Th e Spoken 
Word and the Work of Interpretation  (); R. Bauman, 
 Story, Performance, and Event  (); E. A. Havelock, 
 Th e Muse Learns to Write  (); J. Goody,  Th e Interface 
between the Written and the Oral  (); S. Slyomov-
ics,  Th e Merchant of Art: An Egyptian Hilali Oral Epic 
Poet in Performance  (); R. H. Finnegan,  Oral-
ity and Literacy  (); R. P. Martin,  Th e Language of 
Heroes: Speech and Performance in the “Iliad”  (); 
J. S. Kolsti,  Th e Bilingual Singer: A Study in Albanian 
and Serbo-Croatian Oral Epic Poetry  (); W. B. Mc-
Carthy,  Th e Ballad Matrix  (); J. T. Titon,  Down-
home Blues Lyrics  (); M. H. Beissinger,  Th e Art 
of the “Lǎutar” :  Th e Epic Tradition of Romania  (); 
J. B. Flueckiger,  Boundaries of the Text: Epic Perfor-
mances in South and Southeast Asia  (); J. M. Foley, 
 Immanent Art: From Structure to Meaning in Oral Tra-
ditional Epic  (); S. A. Mitchell,  Heroic Sagas and 
Ballads  (); R. H. Finnegan,  Oral Traditions and the 
Verbal Arts  (); R. Keeling,  Cry for Luck: Sacred Song 
and Speech among the Yurok, Hupa, and Karok Indians  
(); J. E. Limón,  Mexican Ballads, Chicano Poems  
(); I. Okpewho,  African Oral Literature  (); K. 
Reichl,  Turkic Oral Poetry  ();  Russian Folk Lyrics,  
intro. V. Propp, trans. R. Reeder (); T. A. DuBois, 
 Finnish Folk Poetry and the “Kalevala”  (); J. M. 
Foley,  Th e Singer of Tales in Performance  (); A. B. 
Lord,  Th e Singer Resumes the Tale  (); D. F. Reyn-
olds,  Heroic Poets, Poetic Heroes: Th e Ethnography of Per-
formance in an Arabic Oral Epic Tradition  (); D. C. 
Rubin,  Memory in Oral Traditions  (); P. G. Zolbrod, 
 Reading the Voice: Native American Oral Poetry  (); 
G. Nagy,  Homeric Questions  and  Poetry as Performance: 
Homer and Beyond  (both ); S. Niditch,  Oral World 
and Written Word: Ancient Israelite Literature  (); 
 Oral Epics from Africa , ed. J. W. Johnson et al. (); 
D. Brown,  Voicing the Text: South African Oral Poetry 
and Performance  (); T. A. Hale,  Griots and Griottes  
(); M. Levin,  Slam  (); J. Opland,  Xhosa Poets 
and Poetry  (); J. Sherzer,  Verbal Arts in San Blas  
(); S. P. Belcher,  Epic Traditions of Africa  (); 
J. D. Niles,  Homo Narrans: Th e Poetics and Anthropology 
of Oral Literature  (); R. H. Kaschula,  Th e Bones of 
the Ancestors are Shaking: Xhosa Oral Poetry in Context  
(); Lord; J. H. McDowell,  Th e Ballad Tradition 
of Mexico’s Costa Chica  (); K. Reichl,  Singing the 
Past: Turkic and Medieval Heroic Poetry  (); B. J. 
Reagon,  If You Don’t Go, Don’t Hinder Me: Th e African-
American Sacred Song Tradition  (); J. M. Foley, 
 How to Read an Oral Poem  (); D. Atkinson,  Th e 
English Traditional Ballad  (); M.-A. Constantine 
and G. Porter,  Fragments and Meaning in Traditional 
Songs  (); L. Goodman,  Singing the Songs of My 
Ancestors  (); L. Honko,  Th e Maiden’s Death Song 
and the Great Wedding  and  Textualising the Siri Epic  
(both ); A. Vidan,  Embroidered with Gold, Strung 
with Pearls: Th e Traditional Ballads of Bosnian Women  
();  Th e Wedding of Mustajbey’s Son Bećirbey , ed. 
and trans. J. M. Foley (); T. A. DuBois,  Lyric, 
Meaning, and Audience in the Oral Tradition of Northern 
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Europe  (); R. H. Finnegan,  Th e Oral and Beyond  
()—on Africa. 

 M. H. Beissinger 

  ORGANICISM . Organicism is neither strictly a the-
ory of poetry nor a comprehensive methodology but 
a set of concerns derived from the analogy between a 
work of art and a living thing. Th e term often serves as a 
placeholder for thinking about the conditions of poetic 
*unity and the nature of *form, as well as about the in-
extricability of form from meaning. Although the hist. 
of organic *metaphors in general can be traced back 
to Plato (who fi rst articulated the problem of unity in 
terms of the relation of the parts to the whole) and 
Aristotle (who consolidated the idea of the interdepen-
dence of form and matter in the concept of substantial 
form), the conceptual thrust in the organicist story was 
provided by th-c. Ger. philosophers and poets ( J. W. 
Goethe, Immanuel Kant, A. W. Schlegel, and Fried-
rich Schiller). Kant’s characterization of works of art, 
as seemingly endowed with the kind of purposiveness 
we assign to natural things, revolutionized thinking 
about aesthetic objects. In the metaphysics of the Ger. 
romantics, poems not only behave  like  natural things 
(i.e., develop into their complete form according to 
an inner principle of growth, display a strict interde-
pendence of parts and whole, with the whole having 
an a priori existence to the parts) but  are  nature’s ulti-
mate product, the apotheosis of its vital and organiz-
ing powers realized through the artist’s creativity. S. T. 
Coleridge imported many of these ideas to England, 
the most prominent being A. W. Schlegel’s opposi-
tion between organic form (innate and self-evolved) 
and mechanical form (imposed from the outside). 
However, it remains a question how useful biological 
analogies derived from a metaphysical system are for 
modern poetics. Th e early organicists did not, in fact, 
off er any but fi gurative clues to the kind of structure an 
“organic” poem might actually have. 

 It remained for th-c. critical movements (mainly 
*Russian formalism, *New Criticism, and the *Chi-
cago school) to give new life to these notions. As the 
most prominent proponents of organicism, the New 
Critics derived their concepts of tension and internal 
coherence from Coleridge’s “unity in multeity.” Th e 
poem thus became for them a special kind of thing: an 
intricate, highly organized autonomous structure that 
requires intense, close analysis of the dynamic relations 
between its parts. As a result of a close study of lang., 
most formalists asserted the absolute and organic inter-
dependence of form and content. 

 With its roots in a monistic philosophy, organicism 
always had a moral infl ection and was thus suspect to 
some critics. Values such as coherence, completeness, 
and *autonomy were not only appraisals of poetic merit 
(the more highly integrated a poem, the better and the 
closer to the ideal of beauty) but judgments against 
forms of *realism that were “merely” mimetic and thus 
inadequately universal. Consequently, organicism was 
not well received by postmodern critics. Deconstruc-
tion undid organicist notions of coherence by pointing 

to the endless possibilities for discontinuity and diff er-
ence (see  poststructuralism ); *New Historicism did 
the same by reestablishing the irreducibility of external 
context as the poem’s environment. 

 While critiques of the privileged status of the aes-
thetic object reestablished the dialectical nature of aes-
thetic experience, they never quite defl ated the power 
of the organic *trope. On the one hand, aesthetic expe-
rience continues to call for animate lang. to illuminate 
its workings, and on the other, ever-elusive questions 
about poetic structure regularly return to the indissol-
uble bond between form and content. Organicism, as 
it is known today, emerged as a result of the paradigm 
shift in the late th c. but was never (for its early ad-
vocates) solely a totalizing process. Th e variety of ques-
tions organicism has generated over the years points 
to its relevance for the study of poetry. In many ways, 
it remains a reference point for basic questions about 
poetic structure, questions that remain constant at the 
intersection of life and art, even as answers change over 
time. 

  See   nature, romantic and postromantic poetry 
and poetics . 

 �  C. Brooks, “Th e Poem as Organism,”  English Insti-
tute Annual   (); J. Benziger, “Organic Unity: 
Leibniz to Coleridge,”  PMLA   (); Abrams  ; 
C. Brooks, “Implications of an Organic Th eory of 
Poetry,”  Literature and Belief , ed. M. H. Abrams (); 
C. Lord, “Organic Unity Reconsidered,”  JAAC   
(); G.N.G. Orsini, “Th e Organic Concepts in 
Aesthetics,”  CL   ();  Organic Form: Th e Life of 
an Idea , ed. G. S. Rousseau (); G.N.G. Orsini, 
“Organicism,”  Organic Unity in Ancient and Later Poet-
ics  (); E. Rothstein, “‘Organicism,’ Rupturalism, 
and Ism-ism,”  MP   (); J. Neubauer, “Organicist 
Poetics as Romantic Heritage?”  Romantic Poetry , ed. 
A. Esterhammer (); C. I. Armstrong,  Romantic Or-
ganicism: From Idealist Origins to Ambivalent Afterlife  
(); F. Beiser,  Th e Romantic Imperative: Th e Concept 
of Early German Romanticism  (). 

 H. Janiszewska 

  ORIGINALITY . Usually denotes the quality of nov-
elty or creativity inherent in an artistic work relative to 
other works. Behind this seemingly self-evident notion 
lie substantial interpretive problems that have occupied 
artists at least since the Romans wrote in the shadow of 
the Greeks. Th e most interesting of these is what Mc-
Farland has termed “the originality paradox,” in which 
those writers most concerned with their own original-
ity will insist elsewhere, in equally strong terms, that 
all writing is *imitation. Th us, R. W. Emerson, who 
warned that “imitation is suicide” (“Self-Reliance,” 
), also wrote, “Every book is a quotation; and every 
house is a quotation out of all forests, and mines, and 
stone quarries; and every man is a quotation from all his 
ancestors” ( Representative Men , ). Often the stron-
gest declarations of originality are themselves imitations 
or trans.: Ezra Pound’s exhortation to “make it new,” 
which has come to encapsulate the th c.’s empha-
sis on innovation, is itself a deliberate mistrans. of an 
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